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The tree density of virtual sportscape is the main factor that determines the

benefits that generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) patients can obtain when

they exercise with virtual environment. By using pupil size, fixation count

and time as metrics, this research aimed to clarify the relationship between

tree cover density and stress in the virtual environment. Ninety GAD patients

were randomly grouped into the 36–60% tree density (high tree density,

HTDS), 20–35% tree density (medium tree density, MTDS), or control groups

(n = 30). Researchers used eye-tracking technology to analyze fixation time,

fixation count and changes in pupil size to evaluate the stress changes of

participants after 20min of aerobic exercise in a virtual environment. The

results showed that pupil size expanded in GAD patients after exercising in

the virtual environment. Furthermore, GAD patient cycling in the MTDS group

can show smaller pupil size than those in HTDS. Those results suggest that

GAD patient cycling 20min in the MTDS group can perceived lower stress. The

results of eye tracking analysis showed that GAD patients spendmore time and

counts observing tree elements in HTDS and MTDS sportscapes. Specifically,

they spent more 48% and 27% time on tree and green plants in the HTDS

condition and MTDS condition, respectively, than in non-natural sportsscapes.

Although 36–60% tree density of virtual natural sportscape can get more visual

attention from GAD patients, 20–35% tree density of virtual natural sportscape

is more capable of reducing their stress.

KEYWORDS

tree cover density, virtual sportscapes, pupil size, fixation time, fixation count

Introduction

Patients with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) are unwilling to interact with

others (1) and avoid outdoor exercise (2), resulting in increasingly poor psychological

and physiological health (1, 2). Adults with GAD excessively and persistently worry

about many events or activities, causing them to feel immense stress and difficulty in

relaxing (3, 4) which even causes daily life to become difficult. Adults with GAD will
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experience a series of psychological and physiological symptoms,

such as feeling tense or fear, tachycardia, tachypnea, and

hyperventilation (5). GAD greatly impacts the quality of life of

patients (1, 6) and will increase usage of medical services and

direct and indirect medical costs (7, 8).

Virtual exercises that promote psychological and

physiological health in patients with psychological disorders

had attracted the attention of practitioners and researchers.

Exercising in a virtual environment solves a key clinical problem:

enabling adults with GAD to improve their psychological and

psychological health without having to interact with others

(2). Virtual reality (VR) is regarded to be a new method

for promoting physical activities and has great potential

for improving individual health and lifestyle habits (9). In

particular, air pollution in cities and even suburbs has roused

concern that outdoor exercise may have adverse health effects

(10). Studies proved that outdoor exercise in environments

with poor air quality may have negative effects on cognitive

function (11) and blood pressure (10). Therefore, engaging

in virtual sports at home is a good choice to promote health.

Furthermore, simulation of a sportscape that enables adults with

GAD not to interact with others is a key factor for promoting

exercise in these patients. In order to simulate a realistic exercise

environment, we examined the contributions of characteristics

of a virtual exercise environment (such as tree density) to

obtaining visual attention of cycling subjects.

Stress reduction theory is an important framework that

explains why contact with nature may promote stress reduction

through relaxation of the parasympathetic nervous system (12,

13). This theory states that stress is produced when an individual

encounter an event or situation that is unfavorable, threatening,

or challenging (14). Several studies have found that the natural

environment can induce alpha waves that represent relaxation,

and the lower blood flow in the pre-frontal cortex may represent

the physiological characteristics of this process (15–17). In

addition, people in an urban environment were found to have

activated the cingulate gyrus of their brains, which reflects

the effort of attention that consumes cognitive resources (16–

19).

However, Martens, Gutscher and Bauer (20) found that not

all forest environments have the same effect. The reason for

this phenomenon is related to tree density in the environment

(21). investigated the correlation curve between tree density and

physiological stress, and they particularly examined tree density

from 1.7 to 62.0%. There is an inverted U-shaped curve between

tree density and physiological stress, and the greatest effect of

tree density on stress reduction was within 24 to 34%. Similarly,

the vegetation density of the community also has a significant

effect on reducing anxiety. Higher vegetation density will not

lead to a higher anxiety-reducing effect. Moderate vegetation

density can achieve the best effect of reducing anxiety (22).

Especially, Cox et al. (22) found that the probability of mild

or severe depression is significantly decreased when vegetation

cover in a neighborhood is 20%.

In certain environments, such as medium depth and

complexity, presence of visual focus, and environments

with plants and water, attention will be attracted to these

environmental elements, which may even block pessimistic

thoughts (21). These thoughts are replaced by positive emotions

and induce recovery of depressed cognitive behavior and

dysregulated physiology (23). The results of many studies based

on the stress reduction theory by Ulrich (24) also showed that

natural environments (environments with higher restorative

potential) can decrease stress-related physiological markers

compared with urban environments (environments with lower

restorative potential) (18, 19, 21, 25).

Previous studies have confirmed that the natural

environment can reduce people’s perceived anxiety compared

with the built environment [i.e., (26)]. However, Researchers still

don’t understand the characteristics of the natural environment

(for example: how much tree cover density) can promote

people’s anxiety reduction (27). Tree cover density is considered

to be a main characteristic in the virtual environment that will

affect the experience and exercise performance of adults during

exercise (21, 28). As tree density increases, the view of the sky

will be blocked. Excessively high tree density may have different

effects on psychological health. For example, Jiang et al. (21)

found that speed for reducing stress is slower in adults under

high tree density, which may be due to decreased openness

under high tree density. Therefore, humans may have similar

preference for openness and greenness (29). A place with

appropriate tree density may be more suitable for recreational

activities than a scenario with high tree density. However,

previous studies did not examine the psychological effects of

tree density on people who exercise. Based on the study results

on vegetation cover by Cox et al. (22) and tree density by Jiang

et al. (21), tree density classified into high tree density (36–60%)

and medium tree density (20–35%) in this study.

As eye movement tracking technology can obtain objective

psychological response data, it has broad application prospects

in environmental psychology. Previous psychological recovery

studies also encourage the use of eye movement tracking

technology to examine the effects of the environment on

emotions and cognition (30, 31). When the eye receives different

visual stimuli, the pupil will dilate or constrict (32). Accordingly,

researchers can record and analyze eye movement data to

determine the cognitive experience of the subject in a virtual

exercise environment.

People use pupils to perceive external environmental stimuli

and pay attention to targets of interest. Several findings confirm

that people’s viewing natural visual experiences are important

in triggering restorative responses (31), however, systematic

studies on the characteristics of visual patterns (fixation and

pupil size) associated with people’s observing of restorative
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environments are still lacking (25). Previous research used eye

movement trackers to investigate the type of eye movement

when subjects were asked to assess the possibility of rest and

recovery in the presented environment (i.e., (27, 30)). When

adults observe a city park image, previous research found

that benches, shrubs, and trees are objects with the longest

fixation duration, showing that adults are observing objects

that are more likely to induce relaxation (i.e., (27, 30)). On

the other hand, changes in pupil size can reflect the level

of perceived stress in an individual (25, 30). Martínez-Soto

et al. (25) employed eye movement tracking technology to

determine the differences in pupil size and visual behavior in

scenarios with high restorative potential (HRP, such as natural

environments) and low restorative potential (LRP, such as cities

without natural environments). They found that, relative to

low restorative potential environmental perception, restorative

environmental observation was associated with decreased eye

movement activity (include fixations and pupil dilatation),

which may reflect a decrease in cognitive effort when dealing

with natural scenes. In the context of restorative sportscapes

research, however, there are very few studies that examined the

relationship between pupil size and stress.

Individuals may simultaneously prefer openness and

greenness (29). A place with appropriate tree density may

be more suitable for recreational activities than a scene with

high tree density. As tree density increases, the view of

the sky will be blocked. High tree density may decrease

overall openness, thereby decreasing the stress reduction speed.

Jiang et al. (21) investigated the correlation curve between

tree density and physiological stress, and they particularly

examined tree density from 1.7 to 62.0%. This was an

inverted U-shaped curve and tree density that has the greatest

effect on stress reduction was from 24 to 34%. Jiang et al.

(21) were surprised to find that the inverted U-shape can

best describe the data relationship between tree density and

physiological stress. This may be because dense vegetation

causes discomfort in people. When vegetation is sufficiently

dense to obstruct vision, it usually results in discomfort or

even fear (33). Under medium tree density sportscapes (MTDS),

adults with GAD will feel less stress than high tree density

sportscape (HTDS).

In addition, the immersion effects of a virtual environment

(34) enable users to experience a forest- or green space-like

environment indoors and allows them to exercise in that

immersive environment (30). When individuals see images that

invoke pleasure, their pupils will dilate (35, 36). When an

individual cycle outdoors, he/she will browse the surrounding

landscape. While cycling in a natural environment, the adults

will be attracted by the surrounding natural environment

and continuously sees a green landscape (24, 37). Further,

these green landscapes will cause the individuals to relieve

stress through visual perception (24). Adults with GAD only

need passive observing the surrounding environment and

allow natural scenery to be perceived by their eyes during

cycling, and they can experience a sense of psychological

freedom (38, 39) and then reduce anxiety sensitivity (40, 41).

The smaller the pupil size, the higher the value of recovery

possibility (25). However, too much dense vegetation will

consume more cognitive effort from adults (25). Specially,

high-density vegetation cannot produce more peace. The

relationship between vegetation density and stress reduction

is inverted U-shaped, and stress reduction will weaken as the

number of vegetation increases (19, 21). Thus, during aerobic

exercise in a virtual natural environment, the relationship

between pupil size and stress should be non-linear. Rather, a

moderate pupil size can reflect the low-level stress of adults

with GAD.

Objectives and research hypotheses

Current research still does not have a clear understanding

of the characteristics of the virtual sportscapes that enables

adults with GAD to ride in a low-stress indoor environment.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to examine the

effect of virtual natural landscapes with high or moderate

tree cover density in a cave virtual environment (VE)

system on reducing stress in adults with GAD. Combining

immerse VR, and eye-tracking, a VR exercise intervention

was designed to examine their responses to different tree

cover densities (high tree density, HTDS, and medium

tree density, MTDS) in natural sportscape. In addition to

physiological measurements of stress reaction, visual attention

was also measured. The hypotheses of this study were that

cycling in a VE with medium tree density will lower (1)

pupil size, (2) increase fixation count and (3) fixation time

comparably when cycling in a VE with high tree cover

density compared with medium tree cover density. In order to

validate the proposed hypotheses, a randomized controlled trial

was conducted.

Methods

To examine the effects of tree density in sportscapes on

visual and stress in adults with GAD, we recruited adults

with GAD as participants. This study was performed at

National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan. We constructed

2 types of virtual sportscapes and 1 control condition for

the experiment (Figure 1). We asked these participants

to cycle at different tree densities and recorded their

pupil size, fixation count and fixation time using the

eye-tracking equipment.
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FIGURE 1

Experimental images. (A) high tree density sportscape (HTDS); (B) medium tree density sportscape (MTDS); (C) control condition. (Experimental

images from evening_tao / Freepik).

Participants

The authors attended an older adult’s meeting in Tainan,

Taiwan, and invited older adult with GAD tendencies to fill

out the GAD-7 scale first. The authors formally invited each

older adult to join the study after physicians assessed that the

older adult met the criteria for GAD. Participants were selected

for this study based on the following inclusion criteria: (a)

People between the ages of 50 and 75 have relatively more stress

and may get more benefits from physical activity. People aged

50–59 (compared to ≥80 years) have a higher rate of GAD

(42), and the risk of anxiety decreases by 40% after 75 years

of age, and 47% after 80 years of age (43). Thus, age between

50 and 75 years as exercise has many benefits for middle-aged

and elderly individuals (such as decreasing mortality rate,

delaying cognitive aging, and decreasing medical costs) (44,

45); (b) A score above 5 on the GAD-7 scale, representing

participants have at least mild anxiety symptoms; (b) Normal

body mass index (BMI) defined by the Taiwan Ministry of

Health and Welfare based on relevant disease incidence data

and risk of death in Asian populations (18.5 ≤ BMI < 24

kg/m2) (46). The exclusion criteria are participants with the

following: (a) obsessive compulsive disorder or other anxiety

disorder; (b) a mini mental state examination (MMSE) score of

<24, representing cognitive impairment; and (c) claustrophobia,

as this experiment was performed in an indoor immersive

surrounding sound system. Ninety eight participants were

contacted and 8 participants were excluded as they suffer from

other psychiatric disorders or were unable to complete the entire

experiment due to physical reasons.

Power analysis (G∗Power 3.1.9.4) was used to calculate the

sample size required to obtain at least small-to-medium results

(r = 0.20) at an alpha of 0.05 (two-tailed) (47). Power was

set as 0.80 (48). G∗Power analysis showed that the sample size

required was N = 54. Therefore, the sample size used in this

study (n= 90) conforms to the test hypotheses.

Ethical consideration

Participants participated in this study entirely voluntarily.

All participants had to read the instructions and provide

informed consent before starting the investigation according

to the Declaration of Helsinki. The researchers informed the

participants that they could discontinue the investigation at

any time for any reason. This study was approved by the

institutional review board of National Cheng Kung University

(B-ER-107-150). The confidentiality of personal data was

protected under the Taiwan Data Protection Law.

Experimental procedure

This experiment requires participants to focus their

attention for around 1H. To decrease the potential risk

of interfering psychological and physiological responses and

complicating factors, the researchers called the subjects with

GAD 24 h before the experiment to remind them to abstain

from certain behaviors (such as pulling all-nighters, drinking

caffeinated beverages, and taking medications).

Ninety adults with GAD were randomly grouped into the

high tree density sportscape (HTDS, n = 30), medium tree

density sportscape (MTDS, n = 30), or control groups (non-

virtual environment, n = 30). Every participant was required to

arrive at the laboratory at 8: 30–9:30 a.m. to control for the effects

of the circadian rhythm. After the participant has arrived at

the laboratory, the research assistant explained the experimental

procedure and requested that the participant completed the

informed consent form, demographic survey form, and MMSE

and GAD-7 questionnaires. In addition, their height and weight

were measured to calculate the BMI. Following that, eye

movements, and heart rate (HR) were measured to ensure that

there is no difference in relaxation status and emotional status

before the experimental intervention.
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Participants from the HTDS and MTDS groups cycled for

20min in Cave VE (Figure 1). Participants wore the Polar

optical HR sensor on their wrists to monitor their HR during

cycling. All participants were required to carry out moderate

intensity exercise (50–60% HRmax). In the HTDS and MTDS

groups, machine-simulated forests, parks, trees, rivers, and other

landscapes were projected in Cave and moved as the participant

cycled. In the HTDS, trees accounted for 36–60% of the entire

sportscape. In the MTDS, trees accounted for 20–35% of the

entire sportscape. After exercise intervention, HR, and eye

movements were measured (see Figure 2).

Exercise duration

With regards to the duration of exercise required to have

positive psychological effects, existing papers mostly found that

longer exercise duration such as 20min or more seems to have

the greatest psychological benefit (49). Therefore, this study

adopted a 20min cycling exercise as the duration for a single

exercise intervention.

Virtual environment

The researcher constructed a CAVE VE around the

participants so that the participants can exercise in that surround

environment. The Cave VE system was installed in a dimly-lit

soundproof room and mainly projects the sportscape around

the participant to enhance immersion and presence so that

the participants felt that they were cycling outdoor (34, 50).

The VE was presented in images within the visual field of

the participants. The VE surround screens were at the front,

left, right, and bottom of the participants. The bicycle was 2

meters away from the front screen. Several screens surround

the participants to create a surround scenario. Surround 3D

projection technology was used to project images on the screen

to create a complete surround experimental scenario for the

participants (26, 34). The CAVE virtual reality system hardware

consists mainly of projectors and screens. For surround VR

projection, 2 projectors were used to project images at 270

degrees and participants can view the cycling track images used

in the 3D experiment with the naked eye. This system employs

wireless streaming technique so that the participants’ cycling

speed and the image movement speed are synchronized in the

VE (combined virtual reality equipment, Taiwan patent no.

I67522). Virtual reality systems similar to Cave were successfully

used in previous studies (26, 50)]. All experimental steps were

performed in the VE laboratory of National Cheng Kung

University. During the experiment, temperature was controlled

at 24–25◦C and relative humidity was controlled at 50–60%.

Tree density calculations

A 20min virtual cycling track was employed and images

were extracted once every 2min. Ten images each were extracted

in the high and medium tree density environments. Following

that, the researcher calculated the tree density of each image.

The recommendations of Jiang et al. (21) were used to measure

tree density using the Adobe Photoshop software to calculate

the total pixels in green areas on trees, which was used to

calculate the pixel percentage of trees in the entire photograph.

The images were classified as high tree density (tree density

accounted for 36–60% of the entire image) and medium tree

density (tree density accounted for 20–35% of the entire

image) (51) (see Figure 3).

Instruments

The Tobii T/X eye tracker (Tobii G2; Tobii Pro Glasses2-50,

Danderyd, Sweden) was used to track the eye movement of

participants. The data (include the fixation counts, fixation

time and pupil dimension) were collected using specialized eye

movement analysis software (Tobii Studio).

The initial diagnosis of GAD based on the generalized

anxiety disorder 7-item (GAD-7) scale as this has high sensitivity

and specificity for GAD detection (52, 53). GAD-7 is a reliable

self-report measure with high internal consistency and good

test-retest reliability (54–57).

Participants were asked to rate how they felt in their lives:

“In the past 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by the

following 7 items?” Each item was measured on a four-point

Likert scale (0 = not at all sure, 1 = several days, 2 = over half

the days, and 3 = nearly every day). The total score (ranges

from 0 to 21) is divided into four different levels of severity:

asymptomatic (0 to 4); mild anxiety symptoms (5 to 9); moderate

anxiety symptoms (10 to 14) or severe anxiety symptoms (15 to

21). Older adults with a score of 5 or higher were selected for this

study. A higher score means a higher severity.

Visual attention

To measure visual attention, the authors divided

the sportscapes image into 2 areas of interest (AOI),

including 1. trees, and 2. road. This method is used to

confirm which part of the sportscapes image the observer

is most interested in. Eye tracking technology visualizes visual

attention in the form of a gaze plot, allowing researchers to

explore visual attention. The key indicators used to assess

individual’s visual attention were the average fixation count

and the total fixation time (58). The average fixation count

is the number of times that the individual interacts with

the stimuli, with higher total fixation counts indicating that
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FIGURE 2

Flowchart of the study.

FIGURE 3

Example images from the HTDS and MTDS that were shown to participants through cave virtual environment.

individuals felt the observed stimulus more attractive to them

(26, 59). The total fixation time is the processing time when

the individual to observe the stimuli, with longer total fixation

time implying that individuals spent more time exploring the

information or the relationships between the internal and

external representations (59, 60). The phenomenon suggests
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that the individual’s visual attention was more attracted during

that time (59, 61). Previous neuroscience visuo-cognitive

research usually uses a threshold of 200 ms (62, 63). Therefore,

values below 200 ms were excluded from subsequent analyses

(64).

Pupil size

The definition of pupil size in this study was based on the

actual external physical dimensions of the pupils. Pupils will

constrict or dilate with light, illumination, and stimulation and

pupil diameter ranges from 1.3 to 10mm (65, 66). Pupil size is

considered a reliable parameter for identifying an individual’s

stress state (67). The amount of pupil diameter decreases to

represent stress reduction and emotional relaxation (67). This

study used the amount of change in pupil size as an indicator

of stress.

Data analysis

All statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS 21.0 (SPSS

Inc, IBM Chicago, IL, USA). Descriptive statistical data were

expressed as mean ± SD (Table 1). One way ANOVA was

used for inter-group comparison of demographic data. Values

of pupil size, fixation time and fixation count were used for

a 3 (groups: HTDS, MTDS, and control) × 3 (time points:

before intervention, during intervention, and after intervention)

one way ANOVA. Bonferroni correction was used for paired

multiple posterior comparisons of mean values to determine if

there are significant differences. A difference of p < 0.05 was

considered to be statistically significant. Cohen’s d was used for

estimation of effect size for significant t-test results (68) and

effect sizes were classified as low, medium, and high based on

values of 0–0.2m 0.2–0.5, and 0.5–0.8, respectively (48).

Results

Demographic characteristics

No participant reported any discomfort throughout the

20min experiment. There were no significant differences in

demographic variables between the HTDS, MTDS and control

groups before the intervention (Table 1). In this study, 41

men and 39 women were included. The overall mean age was

59.86± 7.46 years.

Pupil size

As shown in Figure 4, the RM ANOVA on the

pupil size revealed a significant main effect of Time

TABLE 1 Baseline demographic characteristics of the participants

[mean (SD)].

Variables HTDS

group

(n = 30)

MTDS

group

(n = 30)

Control

group

(n = 30)

p-value

Age (year) 58.43 (7.37) 59.87 (6.99) 60.85 0.25

Gender (M/F) 13/17 14/16 14/16 0.47

Height (m) 1.60 (0.08) 1.60 (0.09) 1.62 (0.09) 0.91

Weight (kg) 60.22 (10.93) 61.97 (13.28) 61.11 (12.78) 0.53

BMI (kg/m2) 21.54 (1.25) 21.56 (1.77) 21.82 (1.34) 0.88

GAD levels

(Medium/low)

18/12 18/12 17/13 0.47

MMSE (score) 28.81 (1.44) 29.13 (1.11) 28.81 (1.44) 0.29

GAD-7 (score) 12.43 (2.73) 12.73 (3.52) 12.43 (2.73) 0.78

Resting HR

(count/minute)

77.91 (6.84) 79.83 (6.60) 78.17 (6.65) 0.46

SD, standard deviation; BMI, body mass index; GAD, generalized anxiety disorder;

MMSE, mini-mental state examination; HR, heart rate; HTDS, high tree density

sportscape; MTDS, Medium tree density sportscape; HR, heart rate.

[F (2,89) = 128.36, p= < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.30] and Group

[F (2,89) = 3.34, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.15], showing that the

during-exercise pupil size (4.28± 0.08) were higher than

the pre-exercise values (3.54± 0.07) and post-exercise

(3.43± 0.07) across the three groups, and the pupil size

for the HTDS group (3.97 ± 0.09) were higher than those

for the MTDS group (3.71 ± 0.10) and control group

(3.57 ± 0.15) across the three time points (See Figure 4).

The main effect was superseded by the Time × Group

[F (4,89) = 16.94, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.15] interaction. The post-

hoc analyses indicated that the during-exercise pupil size were

lower than the pre-exercise values and post-exercise values for

the MTDS (pre-exercise vs. during-exercise vs. post-exercise:

4.82± 0.58mm vs. 4.13± 0.5mm vs. 4.43± 0.67mm; p < 0.01)

(See Figure 5), showing that pupil size in the MTDS group were

smaller than those in the HTDS and control group. Thus, the

hypothesis 1 was supported.

Average total fixation count and fixation
time

As shown in Figures 6A,B, a one-way ANOVA analysis

showed significant differences in total fixation count (F (2,87) =

4.8, p= 0.02) and total fixation time (F (2,87) = 5.32,

p= 0.01) across the three groups during cycling. Post-hoc

pairwise comparisons showed that the HTDS group’s total

fixation count was significantly higher than the MTDS group

(2885284.75± 1497042.52 vs. 2331572.33± 1593762.72,

p = 0.67) and control group (2885284.75 ± 1497042.52

vs. 1935592.6 ± 632001.02, p = 0.01). Post-hoc pairwise
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FIGURE 4

Pupil size for the high tree density sportscape (HTDS) and the medium tree density sportscape (MTDS) groups at 3 di�erent time points.

(**p < 0.01).

comparisons also showed that the HTDS group’s total

fixation time was significantly higher than the MTDS group

(790.22± 204.97 vs. 680.89± 299.46, p= 0.43) and control

group (790.22 ± 204.97 vs. 434.48 ± 155.32, p = 0.01),

showing that the HTDS group have higher visual attention

(average total fixation count and the total fixation time)

compared to the control group. There is no significant

difference between MTDS and Control group for average

total fixation count and fixation time. The hypotheses 2 and 3

were supported.

Discussion

This study examined the effects of different tree densities

on visual behavior in adults with GAD and found that the tree

density of simulated sportscape is a key factor that affects their

exercise experience. Pupil diameter was the largest when adults

with GAD exercise in a high tree density environment, followed

by control group. In contrast, pupil dilation was the lowest in

adults with GAD who exercised in the medium tree density

group. Those results imply that exercising under medium tree

density can best lower stress.

This research contributes to the research on promoting

adults with GAD to exercise at home has the following

contributions in the following ways: First, the tree density

of the virtual sportscape is a key factor that determines

the degree of stress during exercise. Shanahan et al. (69)

argued that the interaction between the natural environment

and physical activity can enhance the benefits of physical

activity. The results of this study further point out that not

all exercises in the natural environment can obtain the same

benefits, but depend on the tree density. Compared with a

high tree density environment, exercise in a medium tree

density environment can bring lower stress to adults with

GAD. Thus, exercise with VE could be a suitable stress

reduction technique in adults with GAD regardless of the

environment introduced (2). Therefore, VE with a medium

tree density sportscapes can help adults with GAD who are

afraid of interacting with others or the outside world to be

not feel stressed, and thus willing to ride bicycles with VE in

their homes.
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FIGURE 5

Pupil size for the high tree density sportscape (HTDS) and the medium tree density sportscape (MTDS) groups during exercise. (**p < 0.01).

Previous studies on the relationship between tree density

and stress recovery also found similar results. For example, Jiang

et al. (21) examined the tree density of urban landscapes and

found that observed recovery is decreased (self-reported stress

recovery) when tree density in the residential area exceeds the

medium level (34–62% of the visual field). Even though they

did not specifically measure perceived safety but they deduced

that “when tree density is sufficient to block the line of sight”,

it usually leads to discomfort or even fear [(21). p. 34]. These

findings mean that perceived security may have a mediating role

in the relationship between the closeness of green space and

perceived recovery. Therefore, perceived negative emotions and

perceived lack of security may be one of the causes of lack of

relaxation when adults with GAD perform aerobic exercise in a

high tree density setting.

Second, in the advertisement image, the type of servicescape

may affect the eye movement pattern of the individual extracting

information from it. The data of eye movement analysis

shows that there are fewer fixations in the homogeneous

servicescape. This result means that, compared with the

diversified servicescape, the homogeneous servicescape has

simple characteristics (25) and does not need to be explored

intensively (70). Furthermore, the longer fixation time of an

object is considered to represent more interest or liking (71, 72)

and more likely to induce emotional arousal (73). The data of

eye tracking analysis shows that HTDS will have more fixation

time than MTDS. This result implies that the individual is more

interested in HTDS and perceives higher stress. This result is

consistent with the previous description of the affective valence

of HRP and LRP photos (25, 74).

Third, the high tree density of virtual sportscapes will

over-attract the visual attention (pupil size becomes larger)

of adults with GAD during exercise. The ANOVA results of

the relationship between pupil size and tree density show

that HTDS makes the pupil size of adults with GAD larger

than the pupil size of their cycling under MTDS, and control

conditions. Also, the pupil size of adults with GAD cycling

in a medium density sportscapes was smaller than that of a

high density sportscapes and the control group. This may be

because adults with GAD cycling in HTDS will increase the

visual attention to the surrounding environment and then cause

pupil dilation.

Gavas et al. (75) found that the same pupil dilation may

represent different meanings, depending on the situation. For
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FIGURE 6

(A) Average total fixation count for the high tree density sportscape (HTDS) and the medium tree density sportscape (MTDS) groups during

exercise. (*p < 0.05). (B) Average total fixation time for the high tree density sportscape (HTDS) and the medium tree density sportscape (MTDS)

groups during exercise. (*p < 0.05).

example, pupil dilation will be greater if the natural environment

is more interesting or invokes negative emotions. Too dense

forest might cause adults with GAD to be unable to obtain the

benefits of relaxation. High tree density (36–60%) will cause

people who exercise to pay more attention to search for potential

dangers (76, 77) or even feel frightened (21, 78). Therefore,

their pupils will be more dilated, which decreases the level of

relaxation. These results maymean thatmedium tree density can

cause people who exercise to feel the least stressful and do not

invoke negative emotions (such as fear and terror) due to overly

dense tree landscapes, which consumes their visual attention

(lead to pupil dilation).

Research limitations and future research
suggestions

There were some limitations in this study. Due to

the limitations of current machine learning techniques, tree

coverage density of virtual sportscapes cannot be evaluated
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automatically. Method development with this capability is

needed to advance the virtual sportscapes field in the future.

Furthermore, the relationship between tree cover density and

pupil size may be a complex curve relationship and future

studies can further examine the correlation between tree density

and pupil size.

Conclusion

The results of this study found that the green coverage rate in

the sportscapes can affect the visual and psychological responses

of adults with GAD. Especially, 36–60% tree density of virtual

natural sportscape can get more visual attention from adults

with GAD, 20–35% tree density of virtual natural sportscape can

reduce their stress more.

To meet the needs of adults with GAD to engage in physical

activity indoors. Virtual sports equipment companies can design

virtual sportscapes with different functions for GAD to choose.

For example: design a sportscape with 20–35% tree coverage

to meet the needs of adults with GAD who want to relax

through exercise. In addition, a sportscape with 36–60% tree

coverage can also be constructed, so that adults with GAD can

feel interesting and not boring during exercise, and promote the

formation of their long-term physical activity habits.
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